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create its investment universe. Its initial ESG company screen relies on data from Munich-based ESG research house
oekom - which was recently acguired by ISS. Companies that meet the minimum ESG weighting then pass through KBC's
own proprietary "animal welfare models", which rely on information gathered from a wide variety of sources, including
NGOs and sustainability reports. Benjamin said: "We will invest in companies that are performing above the mean, and we
will engage with them, none of them are perfect, they all have areas of improvement, and we will engage with them on
those issues." Maria Lettini, Director of the $5.9trn investor network, Farm Animal Investment Risk & Return (FAIRR),
expressed her "delight" at a new entrant incorporating animal welfare. 'This growing segment certainly mirrors the interest
we are also noting in the broader investment space - where awareness of animal well-being, including the type of
environment in which animals are produced and reside - has the potential to affect financial outcomes across sectors from
pharma-to commodities to further down the supply chain to the more consumer facing brands." This view was echoed by
the Interfaith Center on Corporate Responsibility. CEO Josh Zinner said: "ICCR views this work as a critical yet often
overlooked piece of the growing movement on sustainable agriculture."

Disclosure

Karner Blue Capital, LLC (KBC) is a registered investment adviser in the state of Maryland. The information presented is for
educational purposes only and does not constitute general or personal investment advice or an offer to buy or sell any
security or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security. There is no assurance that a separate account managed
according to any KBC thematic strategy will achieve its investment objective. Investment in a thematic strategy involves
risk, including the possible loss of principle invested. An investor should consider the investment objectives, risks, charges
and expenses of the applicable thematic strategy carefully before investing. Past performance is not indicative of future
performance. Additional information about KBC is included in the Firm Brochure (Part 2A to Form ADV), which is available
upon request. Be sure to first consult with a qualified financial adviser and/or tax professional before implementing any KBC
thematic strategy.
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